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ABSTRACT:
The development of technology massively increase during covid-19. Then, a dozen beneficial invention in many sectors such as education race to be better forward. This research aims to suggest and map the domains of digital literacy in each previous research without any reduction of meaning and analyze the development of digital literacy in education. This research used a systematic literature review as a method to find the result, meaning that the researcher has a procedure to collect the previous research. The procedure is for the researcher to collect 200 papers from Scopus Database, Search by “Digital Literacy” and filter by the keyword “framework” and “Education”. Then, it is reduced into only for digital literacy framework proposal. The result shows that communication, information, content creation, safety, and critical digital literacy still become a suitable domain around the framework. This research concluded that five domains above suggested to use in further research.
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ABSTRAK

INTRODUCTION
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is recognized as one of the factors influencing teachers’ success in mastering professional competence. However, the effectiveness of utilizing ICT in each subject or course depends on the subject itself (Ocaña-Fernández and Fernández, 2020). The differenced analysis obtained in the years before finding the way to maximize of using ICT to increase the learning outcomes (Sianturi, 2016; Dwiningsih et al., 2018; Indriastuti and Saksono, 2018; Mulyani, 2018; Maulana et al., 2019; Resmayania and Putrab, 2020; Raes, 2020; Fatimah, et al., 2022). They discovered that ICT has been integrated into the learning and teaching process of their system. Not only integrated but also relied on it. It means they force to use ICT in their learning system.

Meanwhile, in recent years the use of ICT madly increased to support agenda of preventing the Covid-19 Outbreak. The covid-19 situation pushes the world of education to become the beginner in ICT. Then
integrate it into all aspects of the lifestyle. Even they are in the basic proficiency to use it (Adarkwah, 2021).

The basic ability to use ICT has become one of hundred problems for the learning and teaching process. It is also known as digital literacy, learning how to use a computer, a keyboard, and conduct internet searches are only the most basic aspects of digital literacy. Thus, some of the fundamentals must come first (Buckingham, 2015).

The previous researches reported that a lower level of digital literacy influences the effectiveness of using media in education. It can be seen by E. I. Nada and W. K. Sari using the measurement of digital literacy from Ferrari et al.,. They reported that the students' digital literacy reach in basic level and lower score to use media. It can be drawn if an indication of the influence of digital literacy with the use of media in education (Nada and Sari, 2020).

The common framework of digital literacy is information, communication, content-creation, safety, and problem solving (Ferrari, Punie, and Bre, 2013). However, Buckingham, stated a specific definition of digital literacy that goes well beyond some of the methods used in the field of information technology in education at the moment (Buckingham, 2015). In addition, the development of digital literacy framework broadly consists of digital technologies, digital learning (professional & lifelong), digital creation & communication, digital citizenship & identity, and information, academic, media and data literacy. However, as the last update of the researcher that promote digital literacy, he gathered all aspects, internal and external in each domain only encompasses the term of digital (Johnston, 2020).

In conclusion, the findings above indicate a different framework and find the weakness and strengths of the previous framework. The way the researcher formulated and proposed a new framework created framework gaps. It appears for different places and needs to be used. Nevertheless, in the current situation, educators need the best formula to assess their students using ICT in learning. Then this research takes places on it. It aims to suggest and map the domains of each research without any reduction of meaning, the writer composes the analysis of the development of digital literacy in education.

A similar research was conducted by Martinez-Bravo using the network analysis as a literature review analysis.
They aimed to find the relationship between the areas in digital literacy and meta-theoretical for interdisciplinary purpose (Martínez-Bravo et al., 2020). Those researches have a general focus and did not focus on one particular research but focused on critical digital literacy and interconnectedness.

However, this research examines the development of digital literacy by the time, analyzing and mapping each framework, whether reliable or not. It becomes the urgent research to analyze for better understanding and preparation to assess and suggest the researcher and educators in the near future to face a new modern era in education.

**METHOD**

This research is a systematic literature review based on the article from Scopus database with a specific key terms of "digital literacy", and keywords of "framework" and "education", and then filtered by scopes.

It can be done by determining the years of publication from 2000 until 2022, indicating that the first digital literacy terms appeared until the writer extracted the data. All categorize above is presented in the Table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Time frame 1997-2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key terms &amp; Keywords</td>
<td>&quot;framework&quot;, &quot;digital literacy&quot; and &quot;education&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Databases</td>
<td>Scopus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then to make a better visualization, the writer use NVIVO to code, explore, and visualize the development of the digital literacy framework and produce a graphic regarding the framework.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The result of the research conducted is presented in two stages. The first shows the research spread
based on the time of publishing, thereby responding to this objective of the research. The second stage shows the framework domain, which appears frequently and is stated by the previous researcher.

The selected articles primarily focus on proposing a new framework and theories and suggesting a revision of the framework. Furthermore, these scopes provide a general insight into how the framework of digital literacy is, especially in the educational field.

Table 3: Papers by the time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2000-2010</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2011-2020</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2021-2022</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The selected researches highlight the digital literacy as one of the trends of the current researches. It can be seen by the increasing a new research reforming the framework.
In this regard, the author identified three researches published between the years of 2000-2010, nineteen researches published between the years of 2011-2020, and one published in the years of 2021-2022. Furthermore, the researcher also identified that the researches spread from many locations, such as: Asia (4), Europe (13), America (3), and Australia (3).

The year of 2010-2020 become the rapidly development and the use of digital literacy. The one of the use of digital literacy indicates fostering development of ICT in Education (Bravo, Chalezquer and Serrano-Puche, 2021). It brought nineteen research on the framework of digital literacy. Align with it in the years of 2020-2022 as a short time of the year hows if the new digital literacy framework was born (Nabhan, 2021).

In Addition, Picture 3 is the cluster analysis created by coding each previous research that is suitable with the criteria of this research. Picture 3 shows that there are many various domains in each framework to measure the digital literacy between the years of 2000-2022. Furthermore, this research found five domains in the
framework that mostly appear, namely: information, critical digital literacy, content creation, communication, and safety.

**Information**

Information means the student must be competent in gathering information through digital media. Not only find but also understand how they use the information in the correct way (Atmazaki & Indriyani, 2019).

It aligns with Davydov et al., which supports a previous international project held in Moscow called "information for all" (Davydov et al., 2019). The Moscow Declaration on Media and Information Literacy was adopted as an independent statement during the 2012 international conference on "Media and Information Literacy in Knowledge Societies". The Media Information Literacy (MIL) concept was the outcome of integrating media education and information literacy, which had existed independently since 1970s. The first of these two sectors arose at the intersection of communities of media academics and educators concerned about the media's detrimental influence on youth. The second significantly unified library communities (Davydov et al., 2019).

The concept of information in digital literacy was also stated before in 2004 by Castro. He agreed with the information domain issue regarding the way they decide the origin and truth of information (Castro, 2022). They should assess the credibility and originality of the information. They are mainly influenced by the quality of conclusion, positions, opinion, and models constructing the information. Information literacy also refers to the cognitive abilities that enable consumers to evaluate information in an informed and efficient manner (Castro, 2022). Information literacy functions as a filter: it identifies incorrect, irrelevant, or biased information and prevents it from entering the learner's system of considerations.

In contrast with J Feerrar and Castro proposed information domain emergence with communication technology and concern to the way they utilize, adjust, and adapt fundamental digital tools according to their needs (J Feerrar, 2019; Castro, 2022). It indicates that he mainly focuses on technical skills on the information domain (Castro, 2022; Atmazaki and Indriyani, 2019; Davydov et al., 2019; Feerrar, 2019).
information domain as the primary domain to measure the level of digital literacy. Information entails accessing and searching for online information, articulating information needs, locating relevant information, selecting resources effectively, navigating between online sources, and developing personal information strategies (Ferrari, Punie, and Bre, 2013).

Furthermore, Johnston and Nabhan also include the information on their framework (Johnston, 2020; Nabhan, 2021). They are concerned with the use of digital literacy framework to measure Australian University Libraries' employees. Students taught information, academic, media, and data literacy in collaboration with the key university departments. One action resulting from this strategy is a collaborative team approach between librarians, learning advisors, and learning designers that utilizing the skills of each team member to collaborate with academics to integrate digital literacy skills into the curriculum (Johnston, 2020).

Critical Digital Literacy

Being critical is more valuable if followed by a proper context in education. This research found many previous researches proposed the terms of critical in the digital literacy framework. It can be seen who proposed the five resources of critical digital literacy for curricula integration on this framework. Their reason for using the term "critical" is considered into two sides: internal and external to the digital.

The internal refers to analysis and judgment applied to the technology's content, usage, and artifacts. The external significance relates to a stance on technology's development, effects, and social relationships (Hinrichsen & Coombs, 2017). This position focuses primarily on historical and cultural analysis and operates in a technology field broader than computers. These meanings are both internal and external to the digital.

However, a conception of digital literacy that views it as the reflective and evaluative process of employing technology and digital reading to achieve task objectives as known as critically digital literacy. (List, Brante, and Klee, 2020). In addition, Feerrar and Nabhan also proposed the term of critical become the framework of digital literacy. It is because the role of being critical is used for each digital literacy domain (Feerrar, 2019; Nabhan, 2021).
Content Creation

Being digitally literate means how they understand, operate, and share knowledge and the ability to support the professional use of a computer or digital devices (Chetty, 2018).

Hobbs emphasized the decisions that going into these kinds of digital projects, such as determining the appropriate media, making design decisions, and reflecting on the ethics and impact of a work, rather than describing specific tools or platforms for creation (Hobbs, 2013). Content creation also refers to creating and editing new content (from word processing to images and video) and integrating and reworking prior knowledge and content. Then the next research also defined content creation as the development of artistic expressions, media products, and programming; manage and implement intellectual property rights and licenses (Ferrari, Punie, and Bre, 2013). Meanwhile, Johnston also supports that content creation belongs to how to create and share the media, that is considered the originality issue. It also merges with the way to spread the media and communicate with them (Johnston, 2020).

Communication

Communication enhances the traditional media literacy skills by introducing the new media-specific elements. The emphasis is on the development of communicative abilities and knowledge, particularly in forums, chat rooms, blogs, and social media (Ferrari, Punie, and Bre, 2013; Davydov et al., 2019).

It also involves the creation of one’s own informational content, ranging from simple texts and photographs to producing video, audio, and combinations. It also involves the practice of comprehending media content and the ability to evaluate and interpret it. It enhances traditional media literacy skills by introducing new media-specific elements. Here, the emphasis is on the development of communicative abilities and knowledge, particularly in forums and chat rooms, blogs, and social media. It also involves the creation of one’s own informational content, ranging from simple texts and photographs to producing video, audio, and combinations. It also involves the practice of comprehending media content and the ability to evaluate and interpret it (Davydov et al., 2019).

In addition, Handley proposed that the term of communication
belongs to someone who actively participates in a digital forum, such as room chat or directly engage (Handley, 2018). It aligns with Gündüzalp which focuses on the way to digitally communicate among the students with computer work areas open, lively spaces for individual and group work social interaction and students’ communication patterns (Gündüzalp, 2021)

Safety

The term of safety means to protect one’s own devices and comprehend online risks and threats. It is necessary to be aware of safety and security measures (Ferrari, Punie, and Bre, 2013). They also explain the domain having the scope to protect data, personal information, health, and the environment.

It means the scope of safety does not only user center but also the external scopes. Align with it, Hinrichsen & Coombs broadly explained in persona or identity issue which the disembodiment of virtual spaces can result in an identity that is decontextualized, whereas paradoxically, choice in presentation, locality, and juxtaposition act to recontextualize and therefore alter that identity (Hinrichsen & Coombs, 2017).

The extent to which presentation is managed (e.g., in terms of language, image, and content) and control is exerted (e.g. privacy settings, placement, disclaimers) are new skill sets. Persona also refers to a user’s sensitivity to reputation, identity, and membership issues. Persona also refers to a user’s sensitivity to issues of reputation, identity, and membership (Hinrichsen, 2013).

CONCLUSION

Being digitally literate is essential for educators and students nowadays. Even if the students and educators have no difficulties in operating digital devices to entertain, it does not guarantee their ability to use digital devices in education. This research found many frameworks proposed in an educational manner and develop by time.

Information, communication, critical digital literacy, content creation, and safety become the domains that still exist inside the framework of digital literacy. Researchers suggest that educators to entail those domains to become their consideration to assess or evaluate the students digital literacy skills.

The research also found the need for conducting a further research by holding a focus group discussion to
identify the update of digital literacy skill with the experts and formulated the model of digital literacy.
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